The World’s Most
Trusted Pool Finishes
®

A reputation
for excellence,
integrity and
support
Since 1987, Pebble Technology International®
(PTI) has been a driving force in the
transformation of the pool building and
remodeling industry. PTI maintains its leading
position with an unwavering reputation for
high quality products, outstanding customer
support and dedicated sales & technical
teams. With over 30 years of history, it is no
surprise that the brand is recognized by
so many.
Offered in 4 distinctive textures, with an
expansive color selection, our finishes allow
you to achieve a wide range of water colors.
Further customize your finish by adding
one of our many pool finish enhancements
or incorporate unique glass tiles from our
Finishing Touches® Tile Collection. With
Pebble Technology products, you can truly
create a beautiful outdoor environment.
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The ORIGINAL aggregate pool
finish that delivers enduring
elegance and durability. It is a
perfect choice for those desiring
a more natural environment for
their pool or spa.
An earthy textured finish
comprised of the largest
pebbles in our product
offering
Further enhance your finish
by adding Shimmering
Sea
and Luminous

Black Canyon

Emerald Bay

Blue Wave

Black Marble

Black Pearl

Midnight Blue

Tahoe Blue

Caribbean Blue

Blue Lagoon

Sandy Beach

Jade

Moonlight Grey

White Pearl

Tropical Breeze

Pool Photo: PebbleTec, Midnight Blue
Pool Photo: PebbleBrilliance, Majestic Sound

Our Newest
Finish
A blend of vibrant glass beads
and natural stone aggregate.
The stunning beauty of the glass
beads creates an infusion of color
delivering a captivating finish and a
uniquely brilliant water color.

Soft White

Sky Blue
North Sea

Majestic Sound

Deep Cove

Tropicana

Clearwater

Shoreline

Oasis

Crystal Harbor

Sparkling Water

This distinctive blend offers
long-lasting durability with a
lavish texture
Fortified with proprietary
additives providing a uniform
composition and vivid color

Creme de Menthe

All colors incorporate
Shimmering Sea
for
added elegance
Aqua Falls

Vivid Shores

Glacier Bay

This exclusive product line, made
from our smallest natural pebbles,
is enriched with additives that provide
superior strength and long-lasting
durability over a traditional
pool finish.

Black Galaxy

Sapphire Galaxy

Emerald Galaxy

Grigio

Acquos

Egyptian Sands

Steel Grey

Offers the smoothest texture
in our product offering
This finish provides a tone-on-tone
effect with a subtle pebble exposure

Fresca Verde

Our unique technology provides
increased density and resistance
to etching caused by fluctuations
in water chemistry

Pool Photo: PebbleSheen, Aqua Blue

Certain colors incorporate
Shimmering Sea
and
Stardust
for added
elegance and sparkle

Bella Blue

Cielo Blue

A unique blend of nature’s most brilliant minerals that sparkle and
produce a reflective mirrored effect on the water’s surface. This
enhancement is specially formulated for PebbleFina finishes.
Pool Photo: PebbleFina, Sapphire Galaxy

Our most popular pool finish
offering the same natural beauty
and inherent qualities as the
original PebbleTec pool finish
with a more refined texture.
Utilizes slightly smaller pebbles
than those found in PebbleTec

Sierra Black

Black Onyx

Slate Blue

Blue Granite

Ocean Blue

Blue Surf

Turtle Bay

Aqua Blue

Prism Blue

Bordeaux

Further enhance your finish
by adding Shimmering
Sea
and Luminous
Certain colors incorporate
Shimmering Sea
for
added elegance

Desert Gold

Seafoam Green

White Diamonds

Irish Mist

Cool Blue

French Grey

Arctic White

Classico

Further enhance your outdoor
environment with
Remarkable Quality,
Durability & Value
Create an inviting ambiance by incorporating a
fire and water feature into your outdoor living area.
With superior engineering and craftsmanship, each
product is uniquely designed with the highest quality
materials to provide exceptional performance and
deliver long-lasting durability.
All bowls are offered in 5 versatile styles and
3 shapes with the choice of hammered copper or
cast stone
Scuppers available in 3 styles and a variety of sizes
Decorative media also available

Pool Finish Enhancements

A colorful and iridescent glass bead
blend that when combined with a natural
pool finish offers a glistening effect in
the water. This unique enhancement is
offered in three alluring blends: Blue,
Emerald and Jade.

Blue Blend

Pool Photo: PebbleBrilliance, Tropicana + Shimmering Sea

Emerald Blend

Jade Blend

Shown in PebbleSheen White Diamonds

An organic combination of cultivated abalone and
mother of pearl shells that offers a subtle spectrum
of color on the water’s surface. Shimmering Sea is
included in all of the PebbleBrilliance pool finishes
and many of our other finishes. It can also be added to
any PebbleTec or PebbleSheen pool finish.

Shown in PebbleFina Black Galaxy

The World’s Only

FIVE STAR FINISH
Premium Products
PTI searches far and wide for the highest quality, naturally tumbled stones. From New Zealand
to Chile, we bring premium pebbles to you from around the world; from riverbeds and beaches
to quarries and shorelines. Once the perfect stones are found, we use a time-tested and quality
controlled manufacturing process to deliver the purest rocks available. Each stone is screened to
achieve size consistency for a uniform pool finish texture. In addition, proprietary additives are used
to fortify our unique formulas bringing an enhanced durability to our naturally beautiful finishes.

Unparalleled Customer Support
PTI is here for you. We have a long-standing commitment to customer satisfaction by providing
a dedicated team of experts that strive to support our customers. Our team is quick to assist you
whether you need help in selecting the right finish, finding a pool builder or authorized applicator
in your area or need resources for on-going pool maintenance.

Visit pebbletec.com
Get Inspired

Enjoy Peace of Mind

The World’s Greatest Pools program
showcases some of the most beautiful
outdoor living environments utilizing our
pool finishes. To admire this greatness in pool
building & design visit worldsgreatestpools.com, or explore
our photo galleries on pebbletec.com, Facebook, Houzz,
Zillow Digs and Pinterest.

Offering the most comprehensive
protection plan in the industry,
homeowners have the comfort of
knowing they are covered by our dedicated &
experienced team of experts. The protection plan
includes start-up procedures as well as ongoing
care & maintenance guidelines to help preserve
the aesthetic beauty of your pool finish.

Visualize Your Pool Water Color
Download the Pebble Tec Color
app from the App Store or Google
Play. This app allows you to see our
pool finishes at four different depths
giving you an indicator of how the
shades change within the pool.

Q

Only the Best
From our premium products and
inspirational tools, to custom pool designs and
quality installations, our network of preferred
builders and authorized applicators help you
achieve an incredible outdoor environment.

Installations by Authorized Applicators
Each of our applicators has been hand-selected and put through a rigorous onboarding process to
provide the most talented and skilled professionals to install our finishes. This nation-wide network
of applicators, licensed by PTI, is the only group that has exclusive rights to purchase our products
and use the PTI brand name. To keep them up-to-date on new methods and techniques, our
dedicated quality control and R&D teams offer ongoing education and training.

Dedicated Quality Control and R&D Teams
We are proud of our industry-leading quality control technicians and R&D teams. These teams
support our authorized applicators across the country on technical matters as well as provide
in-depth product knowledge and on-site pool finish installation and maintenance expertise.

The Most Comprehensive Protection Plan
PTI offers the most comprehensive protection plan in the industry. This includes
warranty details, start-up and maintenance procedures as well as other important
information to help preserve the aesthetic beauty of your pool finish.
Homeowners have the comfort of knowing they are covered by our
dedicated and experienced team of experts.
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Connect with us
pebbletec.com
US Headquarters
15540 North 77th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
800.937.5058
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